Abstract: How individuals tend to evaluate the combination of their own and other's payoffssocial value orientations-is likely to be a potential target of future moral enhancers. However, the stability of cooperation in human societies has been buttressed by evolved mildly prosocial orientations. If they could be changed, would this destabilize the cooperative structure of society? We simulate a model of moral enhancement in which agents play games with each other and can enhance their orientations based on maximizing personal satisfaction. We find that given the assumption that very low payoffs lead agents to be removed from the population, there is a broadly stable prosocial attractor state. However, the balance between prosociality and individual payoff-maximization is affected by different factors. Agents maximizing their own satisfaction can produce emergent shifts in society that reduce everybody's satisfaction. Moral enhancement considerations should take the issues of social emergence into account.
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or prefer solutions where the difference between each benefit is minimal (egalitarian choices); or, at times, solutions where others' benefits are minimized, regardless of the potential harmful consequences for themselves (aggressive choices). 3 With the empirical results of that area, it is possible to model the individual strategies for social behavior, and then the dynamics of social interactions.
Over the course of the last century, humanity's inability to cooperate on an international scale has become a major concern, particularly when problems on the scale of global warming and nuclear disarmament have arisen. Ingmar Persson and Julian Savulescu have argued that we are not equipped with the right set of traits and morals to solve this problem. 4 They observe that our ability to cooperate well in extremely large groups, spread across countries and territories or from different ethnicities and backgrounds, is very limited. Additionally, we are gaining an ever-increasing destructive power, and technology is rapidly becoming globalized, so that the probability of any particular individual having enough power to destroy the whole of humanity has increased. Therefore, these two authors conclude, we have a moral imperative to pursue moral enhancement; that is, the improvement of our moral dispositions. Not doing so will expose humanity to extreme risks of catastrophes or extinction: what they call ultimate harm.
Instead of focusing on the moral obligation that society has to promote the development of moral enhancement, Tom Douglas has analyzed the moral permissibility of a single individual voluntarily performing moral enhancement. 5 According to Douglas, whereas many forms of human enhancement are sometimes considered morally impermissible on the grounds that they produce an advantage for the individual at the cost of a disadvantage for society, these same grounds could not be applied to moral enhancement. If people enhance themselves so that they will have morally better motives, or so that their actions conform better to common moral expectations, then this has clear advantages to society as a whole. Moral enhancement seems hard to oppose and is probably desirable, and perhaps pursuing it is a moral imperative.
Although the near future feasibility of such radical manipulation of human moral dispositions remains uncertain, recent studies have demonstrated that some aspects of cooperation and moral judgment are subject to pharmacological manipulation. For example, serotonin seems to be positively correlated with cooperation; serotonindepleted individuals are more likely to continue overharvesting a common resource pool. 6 Furthermore, exogenous oxytocin administration was demonstrated to be correlated with trust, 7 generosity, 8 empathy, 9 and several other traits related to cooperation. 10 Common variants in the oxytocin receptor seem to underlie partially individual differences in prosociality. 11 Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that we might come to develop and use drugs that will change our social preferences in the future, thus dramatically influencing all our social interactions. Moreover, as John Shook contends, this development might happen regardless of possible unresolved conceptual issues in the moral enhancement debate. 12 Having the power to choose freely previously unwilled innate fundamental social preferences will introduce new and powerful dynamics in society, for better or worse. However, not only do we still have merely a crude understanding of how those social preferences currently work in large societies, but we also lack a model to help predict what will happen once we start changing those preferences with the use of enhancement technologies. The primary goal of this article will be to construct the first of such models and indicate future research directions in this area.
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A secondary goal will be addressing a common worry about moral enhancement. Many critics argue that whereas the problems moral enhancement proposes to solve are mainly political and social, moral enhancement focuses solely on the individual. To increase an individual predisposition to act prosocially or to empathize would do little to solve problems that are structural and at a societal level. 13 David Wasserman draws attention to the fact that a universally morally enhanced society might not be functional. 14 Masahiro Morioka and John Shook mention that the morally enhanced could be easier targets for domination resulting from decreased aggression and increased tendency to cooperate. 15 By modeling the dynamics of a whole population of agents that can freely choose their social preferences, we hope to reveal some possible population-level effects from the introduction of moral enhancement technologies targeting the behavior of individuals.
Prerequisites

Basic Assumptions
We will start with a few simple uncontroversial background assumptions. They come from the science of diffusion of innovations (1 and 2), and experimental social psychology (3).
1) Early adopters: Given the introduction of a potentially beneficial new
technology, at least a small group of risk-taking early adopters will make use of it. 16 2) Imitation: Agents will be more likely to adopt a technology that increases a certain social preference if they think that this social preference is successful, which they will assess by seeing how well, through their eyes, other agents with that social preference do. 17 3) Social value orientations (SVO): Social preferences or strategies correspond to individual preferences over certain specific combinations of benefits to oneself and others. 18 Those preferences can be mapped by SVO, illustrated in Figure 1 .
Each agent will have an SVO, which positions that agent in the plotted ring with regard to his or her preferences for his or her own outcome and the outcomes of others. Cooperative agents would have equal preferences for positive outcomes for themselves and others; competitive agents would have a preference for positive outcomes for themselves and negative for others; and individualist agents would have a preference for positive outcomes for themselves and no preference over others' outcome (the terms are taken from the SVO literature 19 ).
In experimental measurements of human SVO, the majority lies between individualistic or prosocial, with some competitive individuals. 20 We will call this distribution the "typically human.".
How Do I Choose When I Am Choosing How I Choose?
This subject matter requires one new background assumption. Unlike in diffusion of innovations, the agents here do not have stable preferences; instead, they are choosing those preferences. Unlike the evolution of cooperation, the compelling 434 selection force does not come from slow, millennial, and stable evolutionary pressures; it comes from agents' choices. Finally, although experimental social psychology often accounts for some flexibility, we are-ex hypothesis-assuming drugs that would vastly increase our freedom to willingly choose those orientations. Here there is an unusual degree of freedom over the decision processes themselves. One will need to model how agents choose when they are choosing strategies; strategies that will, in turn, determine how they will choose in the future.
Although it is possible that some intellectuals will rationally sit down and evaluate what preferences they ought to have (see section Complex Imitation), in practice, the updating is likely to be piecemeal and affected by what other agents do.
We will model a society in which randomly selected pairs of agents interact with each other, the interactions producing different outcomes defined by a 2 × 2 benefit matrix (which can either be random or correspond to a standard game such as the Prisoner's Dilemma). The agents receive satisfaction scores that are their utility evaluations of outcomes. An agent's utility is the result of his own benefit, the other's benefit, and the agent's SVO; that is, the agent's preferences for each benefit. After a given amount of rounds, some agents will update their SVO based on the satisfaction score of other agents.
A simple way of updating occurs when an agent tries to imitate agents with higher scores (objective imitation). However, this would neglect the fact that the other agent's score is the result of an evaluation of how well it did with respect to its own utility function. Imitating agents with higher satisfaction scores will not necessarily yield a high score according to the present utility function of the imitator agent. A more elaborate way to update occurs when agents imitate agents who did best according to the utility function of the imitator (subjective imitation). 
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Empirical data suggests that real-world situations will be likely to contain mixtures of both imitation strategies, with higher weight given to one's own standard of success. 21 
Simulation
Model
Building on the theoretical assumptions of the last section, we constructed a computer simulation using Matlab™ of the spread of social preference change among simple agents.
In the simulation, each individual agent has a weight vector w of SVO values, corresponding to how strongly that person's preferences align with each orientation. The resulting weighting is used to evaluate the utility of different situations. Following Jeff Joireman et al., each agent has a vitality score, which simply measures the agent's total individual benefit, and a satisfaction score, which measures the agent's overall utility according to the agent's SVO. 22 For example, a fully altruistic agent's vitality score would equal that agent's own benefit, whereas the agent's satisfaction score would equal the other agent's benefit. Given a benefit for self (S) and other (O), the satisfaction is calculated as S*(w·α)+O*(w·β) where α is the vector of SVO weightings of self and β is the vector of SVO weightings of other (e.g., α altruist = 0, β altruist = 1; whereas α prosocial = 0.5, β prosocial = 0.5). 23 w is normalized, |w|=1.
The standard simulation began with 100 agents with SVO weightings set either randomly or to the human population norm. 24 The agents then went through 5000 epochs, each consisting of each agent playing 10 two-person games with randomly selected agents. The games were either randomly generated 2 × 2 games (benefits were independently distributed normal random numbers) or a classical game. The agents involved calculated their own satisfaction with the different possible outcomes, producing subjective benefit matrices, and then chose an action according to a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium calculated using the Lemke-Howson algorithm. Depending on the outcome, their total satisfaction and vitality were updated based on the subjective and objective benefit.
At the end of an epoch, an agent would compare his or her score with others and update his or her SVO toward more successful agents. There are four ways for selecting other agents for comparison. By random selection of other agents, by having certain celebrity agents being more likely as comparisons (agent number n has probability n/N of being chosen), by selecting agents within a certain distance |w self -w other |<d, or by finding the agent with the highest perceived success. Perceived success is calculated using the other agent's satisfaction (objective measure) and the imitator agent satisfaction with the other's outcomes (subjective measure). Then, the agent would update his or her SVO weight vector a fraction toward this other agent: w new ← (1-r)w old + r*w other . The degree to which an agent will copy the other at this point is set by the imitation rate r. Additionally, there is a 1 percent probability of an SVO weighting being randomized, producing mutations as individuals sometimes (deliberately or accidentally) choose larger variations.
Finally, we added the option of a poverty threshold such that if an agent has a vitality score below a certain value, generally set at the bottom 5 percent, that agent is removed and replaced by a typical human agent or a copy of a random agent. Agents cannot survive on subjective satisfaction alone.
Results
If there was no poverty threshold, randomly initialized agents playing random games would converge to two possible attractor states: one in which the weight vectors on average pointed in a prosocial direction (Figure 2 ) and one in which the weight vectors pointed in the sadomasochistic direction (Figure 3 ). These attractor states represent consistent motivations for all agents. A population full of sadomasochists or prosocial agents would produce nearly ideal outcomes, as agents can consistently minimize or maximize the joint outcome, respectively, thus maximizing everyone's satisfaction. A population of agents with martyr or competitive orientations cannot produce win-win outcomes. Hence, the agents tend to evolve toward either the sadomasochist or prosocial attractor state.
The prosocial attractor state is relatively close to the typically human initial state. It represents a state in which agents aim at some mixture of positive outcomes for themselves and others. The negative attractor is incompatible with the long-term viability of the society, given that it produces very low objective benefits. In the real world, orientations that predispose toward it have probably been strongly selected against, evolutionarily and culturally. Next, we show how this baseline result is affected by changing the various parameters in our model.
Poverty Threshold
We model the selection against agents with low vitality by introducing the poverty threshold with human replacement, thereby replacing agents with vitality below a certain level with a typical human agent, which makes only the prosocial attractor stable. 25 Removing the agents in the bottom 5 percent of the vitality score distribution almost always destabilizes the negative attractor, while further increasing If instead of replacing agents below the threshold with a typical human agent we use a random copy of another agent, the results are very similar; however, there is an increasing tendency for agents' orientations to become more varied while the population as a whole remains close to the human average.
Available SVOs
It is not clear which and in which order actual social enhancers will be developed; therefore, we have also modeled scenarios in which agents cannot choose the full range of possible SVOs. If agents can only change either their individualistic or prosocial orientations, separately or in conjunction, then even with very small poverty thresholds the prosocial state will still be fairly robust. When changing any other orientation becomes an option, agents increase in variability; nonetheless, the population as a whole remains prosocial for thresholds of 5 percent and above.
Game Type
In addition to Prisoners' Dilemma (see subsequent discussion), we have also tested several other classical games such as the Chicken Game, Stag Hunt, Battle of Sexes, Pure Coordination, Odds and Evens, and the Ultimatum Game. Except for the Chicken Game producing slightly more antisocial orientations, most of our results remained robust to changes in the game being played.
Comparison Mode
With regard to the comparison procedure, we have also tested random selection for comparisons, selecting nearby agents and selection based on agents' popularity. Whether comparison (and imitation) is based on interactions with randomly selected agents, nearby agents, or celebrity agents also has little effect, although celebrities with outlier values can sometimes temporarily pull much of the population in their direction.
A more surprising similarity was between objective imitation (imitating agents with high satisfaction regardless of their values), subjective imitation (imitating agents doing well as evaluated by the standards of the agent considering the change), and mixtures: there was no discernible difference in outcome. One possible explanation is that in most situations, other agents will not have a wildly different SVO from the observer, and hence, their own estimation of their success will be correlated enough with the observer's to be a good guide. Although our framework allows radically different types of agents with incompatible evaluations (e.g., an individualist trying to make sense of the actions of a martyr), the imitative dynamics also lead to a convergence in how evaluations are done.
Other Parameters
The level of rationality of agents-selecting actions by maximum average utility or calculating a Nash equilibrium mixed strategy-also did not significantly affect outcomes. The imitation rate affects diversity: high imitation rates produce populations dominated by a few orientations, shifting in a stepwise manner over time. However, it does not measurably change the dominant SVOs. Using either the human or the random initial state for agents' SVOs also did not affect outcomes. Overall, the results described suggest that our model is robust in the face of changes in details of how the agents function, with the exception of the poverty threshold.
Prisoner's Dilemma
The Prisoner's Dilemma is perhaps the archetypal social dilemma, with a tension between cooperative behavior and the temptation to exploit fellow agents. When used in our model, there are transitions between states where most agents cooperate and states where most agents defect ( Figure 5 ). Such shifts are commonly observed in simulations in which strategies can evolve. 26 We observed a similar behavior. In this case, agent strategies are embodied in their SVO: populations dominated by competitors or individualists will tend to be uncooperative but can be invaded by prosocial agents, whereas prosocial and altruist orientations push toward cooperation, but can be exploited by individualists. An added complication is that agents who are being exploited may experience high satisfaction with the outcome if they have sufficiently negative regard for their own benefit.
Whether the emergent behaviour is cooperative depends on whether there are enough credible cooperators around, and once this threshold is crossed, overall behavior changes fast. In many cases, transitions were triggered by slow shifts in SVO continuing across the transition rather than by any abrupt change in orientations. The level of average satisfaction in noncooperative states can be higher than in the starting state, and sometimes satisfaction decreased during transitions to more cooperative states; agents adapted to a noncooperative state were unhappy, despite gaining more objective benefits.
This points to an important result of our model: just as individually maximizing benefits can in some social situations produce suboptimal outcomes in which everybody's outcome is worse, individually maximizing satisfaction with outcomes can also lead to situations in which everybody's satisfaction decreases. The SVO framework decouples objective outcomes from experienced outcomes, but the problem of social dilemmas remains.
Complex Imitation: Choosing What to Choose Rationally
The described simulations have involved short-sighted individuals, i.e., individuals imitating each other or making random changes without looking ahead at how they would fare in future interactions with other agents. What if people actually rationally considered what orientation they ought to hold given their expected interactions with surrounding society? This section will consider a micromodel in which a single agent considers his or her own weightings.
Agents can imagine themselves with changed SVO weightings, and then evaluate the actions they would take based on these in different situations. The evaluation of whether such actions would be good would depend on the agent's current SVO. 27 For example, altruistic agents can consider what they would do as selfish individualists, judging the results based on the altruistic effects rather than on what the potential future self would value. If the altruistic satisfaction in the scenario would be higher than the current satisfaction, the agent might hence consider changing. Whether certain agents would want to change depends on the current values, the behavior of other agents, and what kind of game-theoretic environment they find themselves in.
If society consists of typically human agents playing random games against each other, individualist agents will on average do better if they have a more prosocial or altruist orientation. From the perspective of agents seeking to maximize only their own satisfaction, it is hence rational to become more prosocial: there will be more individualist satisfaction in this situation because being motivated to enjoy others' outcomes will on average produce joint actions that have a higher direct benefit. This is also true for individualists playing the Prisoner's Dilemma, because again more prosocial inclinations strongly increase their chances of mutually beneficial cooperation. Meanwhile, altruist agents find that they would do better if they included their own benefit in their utility calculation, given this background. Prosocial agents are stable: they cannot do better if they update their orientation. This remains true even if the other agent orientations are random.
A agent looking at future interactions may consider whether they would update further. If the agent is an individualist and playing random games against other random agents, it is rational to become altruist. As an altruist, it is rational to become an individualist. The agent would hence flip between these states. If the agent begins as prosocial in this scenario, that agent would not want to change. Prosocial hence seems to be a uniquely stable state, something that may explain the typically human orientation.
It is important to note that such considerations may still lead to instability, especially for particular social dilemma games. We have also only considered a single agent updating, assuming that everybody else will remain the same. In general, decisions about whether to change SVOs will happen when there is uncertainty about what other agents will do, not only because of lack of knowledge of their states, but also because of the computational complexity of predicting what other rational agents will do. 28 
Discussion
In a population in which agents can freely modify their social preferences and are not penalized for low benefits, two scenarios are possible: either the population will converge to a sadomasochist or a prosocial orientation. If, however, we introduce a benefit threshold below which agents are removed from the population, only the prosocial attractor remains stable. Small thresholds between 0 and 5 percent of the benefit distribution produce mixed scenarios that seem to represent inviable societies. Limiting the available modification to only prosocial and individualistic orientations makes the prosocial state even more robust, even with very low thresholds. Making all modifications available tends to increase variation, but the overall population remains prosocial. Replacing agents randomly increases variation relative to replacing them with a typical human, but has a negligible effect on the overall population's orientation. Changing the game type, imitation style, rationality, or imitation rate has little impact on the simulation. It is hard to estimate what would be a realistic number for the poverty threshold; mortality does increase with decreasing income, but in most developed countries rates still remain fairly low even at the very bottom of the distribution. However, extreme poverty still functions as a strong demotivator in society. This seems to indicate that the threshold should be below 5 percent and quite possibly below 1 percent, which would mean no single stable attractor once SVO modification technologies were introduced, except if only prosocial or individualistic modifications were introduced.
It is hard to predict which SVO modifications will be developed and used, and in which order. The labelling, distribution, and use of such technologies will depend on supply, demand, and marketing. Shook envisions several catchy labels for technologies for enhancing thoughtfulness (Prudentia), moral beliefs (Ethicale), intentions (Benevolium), willpower (Prokrasia), and sensitivity (Sensitivia), which could be targeted at specific groups with different conceptions, and expectations, about morality. 29 These products would not even necessarily primarily modify the traits that their names suggest. In our model, the spread is mainly determined by success; however, prior perceptions and demand are likely to play a bigger role in determining which modifications will be developed in the first place. Demand for moral enhancers is likely to be lower than for cognitive enhancers, given that people consider moral traits to be more fundamental, and that empirical research has found that people are less likely to want to enhance fundamental traits such as kindness, empathy, and self-control. 30 The replacement style will depend on the way these technologies will be deployed. Pharmacological interventions will probably mean a typically human replacement (e.g., an immigrant from another society or a person abandoning pharmacological enhancements), whereas embryo selection or genetic engineering (perhaps targeting the oxytocin receptor gene) might mean random or other complex replacements, which will create a more varied population.
Variation plays an important role in the dynamics: homogeneous populations can maintain a high and reliable degree of cooperation (e.g., in the Prisoner's Dilemma) but are vulnerable to invasion of outside non-cooperators because they lack subpopulations that resist the non-cooperators, whereas populations with a degree of internal variation also maintain such subgroups. If they are stuck in low cooperative states, they are conversely unable to escape them on their own. A low mutation rate or a high imitation rate produces fairly brittle societies: if social imitation in a moral enhancement scenario is too strong, it can be destabilizing. Moral monocultures may have the same ecological problems as biological monocultures.
It would seem that because of its self-consistency, a broadly prosocial/individualistic orientation is likely to remain in society even when people can freely choose how to update their preferences. However, the balance between the prosocial and individualistic SVOs is sensitive to external incentives (such as the poverty threshold), and how agents copy each other. Even a small shift in average prosociality and individualism could have major social effects in human society, given the important effects that existing differences in trust levels have on societies. 31 Because these differences are presumably the result of nonbiological factors at present, 32 moral enhancement may induce far larger effects for good and ill. Moreover, if there is too low a selection against low benefits, then the more likely scenario is a chaotic mixture of prosocial and sadomasochist orientations.
Future research directions
The agents modeled in this article are very simple, and can be elaborated in various ways. We assumed that agents were fully aware of each other's preferences and could solve game theoretic equilibria in their interactions; making them more boundedly rational can increase realism.
In real societies, memory of past interactions and reputations have important effects on cooperation. A natural extension is to add memory and reputation to the model.
The societal structure can also be made more elaborate. For example, Wasserman points out that there might be benefits in having people with different orientations in different occupations (e.g., police). 33 A natural exploration would be to identify some key functions in society that have different SVO requirements and the incentives for people in such positions, and to see how stable the overall function would be. Another important issue to explore is how the enhancement influences different levels of group organization and conflict.
Group-Level Effects
In many current economic and sociological theories, human society is a highly complex system whose organization is partially (or primarily) determined by individual patterns of behavior; patterns whose change can affect the system in unexpected ways. SVOs modeled here are likely to be one of the major individual patterns of behavior shaping our overall society. We have limited our analysis to how enhancement technologies would alter those patterns at the individual level; however, the effects these changes would have in group level interactions might actually go in the opposite direction.
Groups that are highly cooperative internally will tend to be the least cooperative with other groups. 34 The relationship also holds in the opposite direction: competition between groups leads to increased contribution to the public good within group and to increased group effectiveness. 35 Men tend to exhibit higher levels of parochialism, cooperating more than women inside their group, but they also have a higher proclivity toward conflict with out-groups. 36 Many theories have been proposed to explain why non-kin cooperation evolved, and several of them establish that this type of cooperation could only have become evolutionarily stable if it had coevolved with aggression toward out-groups. For example, Bowles and Gintis attempted to model the evolution of cooperation using the best estimates regarding group size and food sharing during the Palaeolithic. 37 Even when using the most unfavorable estimates to this conclusion, their results show that parochialism and cooperation could only have evolved together. 38 Perhaps it might be possible to decouple cooperation from intergroup competition by increasing prosociality and decreasing the sadistic orientation. Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis's model would suggest that such populations would be extremely vulnerable; if they ever come into contact with parochial cooperators, they will lose every time. Other models such as Robert Boyd's altruistic punishment suggest that the population would also easily fall prey to cheaters from inside the population. 39 These group-level effects were not accounted for in our model, but are the next logical step for research in this area.
Conclusion
Our model suggests that shopping for social strategies as if freely choosing from a supermarket shelf does not automatically lead to either utopia or disaster. A generally prosocial population is fairly stable; however, there are three potential sources for risks. The level of variation inside the population can be affected by various factors-for example, availability of modifications and poverty thresholdand it is not clear how this would affect overall society. The level of selection against low individual benefits can affect the stability of a prosocial population, and there is much uncertainty about the real-world strength of this selection. Finally, there are many other factors not included in our current model, such as intergroup conflict and vulnerability to cheaters, which could lead to paradoxical effects even if individual agents become more prosocial.
Natural selection has set a group of constraints on what humans can be, and, therefore, made defining ourselves and what we value easy by reducing our choices. We may use our inner aspirations and morals to define how things ought to be. However, once we break free from natural selection's chains we are overwhelmed by possibilities; we no longer have a set of common traits and preferences that must necessarily be held and whereby all other choices can be evaluated. Should our understanding of these issues be outpaced by our power of modifying ourselves, we risk extinction. As Nick Bostrom has stated, our accelerated technological development creates the necessity of philosophical inquiry with a deadline. 40 
Notes
